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Summary 

This document outlines changes in the V254 firmware for the 7500 and 7600 

meters. 

Features 

• No new features in V254. 

Fixes 

• Fixed issue where a bug in the third-party TCP/IP stack (RTCS, from Precise) 

causes problems when the receive sequence number wraps around from 

2^32 back to 0. DETAILS 

More Information 

7x00v254 TCP connection stops working after the sequence # wraps around to zero 

 
Symptoms 

1) Real-time views of the meter in Vista show "yellow boxes" indicating a 

meter that is off-line 

2) The device shows a site status of "Connected" in Management Console 

3) Diagnostic Viewer (Communications Diagnostics > Site Overview) shows: 

a. Device status as "offline".  

b. "Good Responses" counter is no longer increasing 

c. "Bad Responses" is slowly increasing.  

d. "Last Attempt" is usually the current time, but 

e. "Last Response" is some time in the past. (Normally, attempt time and 

response time are the same timestamp, or apart by a few seconds) 

4) A "netstat" command shows that a connection is still established between 

ION Enterprise/WinPM.Net and the meter. At a command prompt, type  

netstat –an | find "<ip address of meter>"  

Example output from netstat for meter at 10.168.80.148:  

TCP 10.168.81.154:2694 10.168.80.148:7700 ESTABLISHED  

 

5) To definitively confirm this problem, disconnect the affected meter using 

Management Console, and reconnect. Repeat step 4, and the netstat 

command will display more than one connection, including the old one in the 

state "FIN_WAIT_1" (an "orphaned connection")  

TCP 10.168.81.154:2694 10.168.80.148:7700 FIN_WAIT_1  



TCP 10.168.81.154:2813 10.168.80.148:7700 ESTABLISHED  

 

6) It may be possible that you cannot re-connect to the meter using this 

method. This usually occurs when all four connections to the meter are now 

used, often from multiple instances of ION Enterprise/WinPM.Net. In this 

case, there are two typical resolutions:  

 

a. Reset (power down/up) the meter to clear all connections. Site Server will 

reestablish the connection on restart. 

b. Reboot all ION Enterprise/WinPM.Net servers connected to the meter. 
Fix 

Install V254, or use workaround: 

As described in "symptoms", the meter connection can be re-established by 

disconnecting and reconnecting the meter in Management Console. This will leave an 

"orphaned" connection as described. If the customer is experiencing a large number 

of these orphaned connections, a third-party tool such as SysInternal's "TCPView" 

tool can be used to identify these connections, and then close them.  

Alternately, the resolutions described above can also be used: 

a. Reset (power down/up) the meter to clear all connections. Site Server will 

reestablish the connection on restart. 

b. Reboot all ION Enterprise/WinPM.Net servers connected to the meter. 

More Information  

Severity – Critical 

Tracker SCR - 7500 Specific #1153 

Planet Database – RESL188568 
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